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“X and Y Bar” 
 
 
 
Research Component 
 
 
 
Research Background 
 
The experience of being in a bar is tending to become increasingly choreographed and controlled. The client brief 
for the X+Y Bar in Ann Street, Fortitude Valley was to “move away from the glitz” and recapture the original 
experience of a live music venue. In addition to the usual constraints this particular long and narrow building 
footprint presented substantial planning challenges as well as stringent issues of access, acoustic limitations and 
security. 
 
 
 
Research Contribution 
 
The site for this project was the basement and ground floor levels of an old and decayed building on Ann Street 
with a chequered past history. The intention to create a grunge live music venue was an ideal fit for this rich 
context. An inexpensive raw urban ambiance integrates with the bold use of graphic imagery and sporadic use of 
luxurious textiles to establish a warmth and intimacy rarely featured in Brisbane bar design..  
 
 
 
Research Significance 
 
The built interior successfully allows live music to be experienced and lived through the space itself as a primary 
medium for interaction. The decayed character and history of the building were harnessed as essential 
components of this narrative and avoid to the pitfalls of reliance on decorative pastiche trends and expensive 
finishes. 
 
